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WHAT ARE ICAN NEURO TOOLS?

How will they help elevate and accelerate your business results?

ICAN Neuro Tools are neuroscience-based brain retraining tools used to create shifts in 
your core beliefs, thoughts, and behaviors, enabling you to overcome the mindset 
blockers, emotional stoppers, and habitual patterns that keep you from taking the 
necessary action to achieve the success you want—and deserve.  

That’s a mouthful, right? In a nutshell, ICAN Neuro Tools shift the way your mind thinks 
and what it believes, so you can move past your mental roadblocks, sell and recruit with 
confidence, and start achieving your rank advancing goals with more ease and less 
stress.

These proprietary tools are only available inside The ICAN Neuro System which you 
can access through one of our ICAN Memberships. They are designed to work in-the-
moment when you get stuck and need to shift from fear to unstoppable confidence. Using 
them consistently will help you get “unstuck” and build an unshakable belief in your ability 
to create an unstoppable Network Marketing team. 

This manual includes a list of ICAN Neuro Tools for each lesson of ICAN RANK 
ADVANCE PLUS and helpful information on using ICAN Neuro Tools to interrupt 
negative mental and emotional patterns and anchor in positive habits. These powerful 
tools make it easy to get unstuck, take income-producing action, and create success with 
less effort and more flow.  
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Lesson 1: Managing Mindset
 � Set the Tone: I Am a Mindset Warrior
 � Reprogramming: Daily Dress Rehearsal

Lesson 2: Master the Big Three
 � Choice Point: Bless and Release, Hot 

Coals
 � Energy/Emotion: Rise and Thrive

Lesson 3: Moment to Moment   
Awareness

 � Set the Tone: Setting the Tone for My 
Ideal Day

 � Reprogramming: Daily Dress Rehearsal
 � Choice Point: Eraser, Finger Roll
 � Energy/Emotion: Rise and Thrive

Lesson 4: Moving into Action
 � Set the Tone: I Am a Mindset Warrior, 

Setting the Tone for My Ideal Day
 � Reprogramming: Daily Dress Rehearsal
 � Choice Point: Finger Roll
 � Energy/Emotion: Rise and Thrive

Lesson 5: Attracting Leaders
 � Set the Tone: Setting the Tone for My Ideal 

Day
 � Reprogramming: Magnetizing and 

Manifesting
 � Choice Point: Stars in the Sky, Become a 

Magnet to Your Ideal Builder
 � Energy/Emotion: Rise and Thrive

Lesson 6: Self-Leadership
 � Set the Tone: I Am a Mindset Warrior
 � Reprogramming: Magnetizing and 

Manifesting
 � Choice Point: Become a Magnet to Your Ideal 

Builder
 � Energy/Emotion: Rise and Thrive

Lesson 7: Math of Momentum
 � Set the Tone: I Am a Mindset Warrior
 � Reprogramming: Magnetizing and 

Manifesting
 � Choice Point: Figer Roll - I Can, I Will, I Am 

(NOW)
 � Energy/Emotion: Rise and Thrive

Lesson 8: Accelerating Momentum
 � Set the Tone: I Am a Mindset Warrior
 � Reprogramming: Magnetizing and 

Manifesting
 � Choice Point: Figer Roll - I Can, I Will, I Am 

(NOW)
 � Energy/Emotion: Rise and Thrive

ICAN Neuro Tools

Lesson 9: Duplicating Momentum

Lesson 10: Scaling Your Business

� Set the Tone: I Am a Mindset Warrior
� Reprogramming: Magnetizing and 

Manifesting
� Choice Point: Figer Roll - I Can, I Will, I Am 

(NOW)
� Energy/Emotion: Rise and Thrive

ICAN RANK ADVANCE PLUS   TM
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How do ICAN Neuro Tools Work?

These multisensory Neuro Tools include proven mindset-shifting modalities including: mindfulness 
breathing & meditation, guided breakthrough techniques, audio recordings, video training, 
affirmations, tapping exercises, and visualization exercises. They should be used repeatedly to help 
train your brain to “cooperate” with you in order to achieve your goals. They are designed to ease 
stress, silence your fear center (that pesky part that holds you back), reset your neuro set-point and 
bring both your conscious and unconscious mind into alignment with your true focus, desires, and 
dreams.

These tools are quick and easy to use. Our research shows that using four ICAN Neuro Tools a day 
will help you move into more business-building action and increase your selling and recruiting results 
by 100% each and every day. 

Use them daily in your work or personal life flow where feelings of fear, anxiety, doubt, 
procrastination, hesitation, comparison, self-judgment, unworthiness, lack of motivation, or other 
emotional triggers show up.  They are designed to be your constant companion, the guide by your 
side, and the ICAN voice in your head. When combined with the Neuro Training you’ll receive in one 
of our ICAN Business Mindset Classes and Monday Mindset support, you’ll gain new awareness and 
discover which tools work best for you in different situations.

It’s all about consistency and repetition. Frequent use of these tools over time creates new neural 
pathways that rewire your brain to create a new set-point (“auto-pilot”) and anchor in new core 
beliefs, attitudes, thought patterns, and behaviors that will transform your results and vastly improve the 
way you feel and interact in many other areas of your life.
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Sensory Bombardment 
• Disturb and sever unwanted habitual patterns and neural pathways
• Create new destination neural pathways
• Reinforce current and desired pathways over time to create strong neural networks

Relaxation – slows brain wave frequencies putting the mind in receptive state
• Eyes closed – blocks observation and quiets the conscious thinking mind
• Deep Breathing techniques
• Binaural background music – causes brainwave entrainment
• Anchoring sounds – mindfulness bell, out-breath sounds, hums

Visual images to create specific rewiring messages and to generate specific feeling responses
• Imagination (mind movies)
• Vision Boards (lifestyle)
• Goal Poster (specific targets, dates to achieve your what and why)
• Tribe Boards (avatar boards for raving fans, dream customer, and ideal builder)
• E-Card (I am - energy card you intentionally share with the world)

Tapping – EFT techniques 
• Releases stuck “red zone” emotions
• Anchors “green zone” emotions

Destination affirmations 
• Rewiring the subconscious mind with the correct core beliefs to guide actions/habits/patterns toward de-

sired results.
• I am, people are, life is, business is, selling is, sponsoring is, ranking up is, money is, success is

Pattern/Habit Management
• Pattern Interrupt (stop unwanted, unhelpful thoughts and feeling patterns)
• Pivot (catch the early warning signs and shift in the NOW to desired thoughts and feelings)
• Anchors (reinforce desired thoughts, feelings, actions and results)

Brain Retraining Tools and Techniques 
to Rewire Neural Pathways
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Release What STOPS You Experience These ICAN RESULTS

Let go of the fear of being pushy or “salesy” Approach new prospects with ease, joy, and
confidence. Elevate to a natural, authentic 
selling style that attracts ideal customers and
builders

Overcome the fear of rejection Recruit up with EASE and grow a strong team
of hard-working women

Release the fear of judgement Sell with confidence and increase income

Let go of the self-doubt that holds you back Recruit high-quality prospects onto your team

Release the fear that you “can’t” achieve 
your business goals

Elevate personal beliefs, make your goals feel 
attainable, and move into confident action 
without second-guessing your worth

Overcome negative triggers (lost team 
members, cancellations, and disappointments)

Continue moving forward despite setbacks, 
stay laser-focused, and achieve your goals 

Let go of “not enoughness” and “lack 
mentality”

Become a selling superstar and an enrolling 
powerhouse, up-leveling the quality of 
customers you are attracting and recruiting on 
a consistent basis

Release both fear of failure and fear of 
success

Take big, bold action, play full-out, and rank 
advance with greater ease and speed

Get unstuck by breaking through your comfort 
zones

Become UNSTOPPABLE and achieve your 
goals of rank advancing, qualifying for 
incentive trips, car bonuses, walking the stage, 
earning the recognition you deserve

What results can I expect? 

Upon mastering these tools, you’ll have solutions at your fingertips for any challenge your life or 
business throws your way. You’ll become aware of the early warning signs that your brain is 
reacting on “auto-pilot” and directing you down the path of old behaviors that will undoubtedly 
lead you away from your desired goals. Eventually, you’ll have the ability to catch yourself, easily 
apply the appropriate ICAN Neuro Tool, and shift your focus and behavior to get right back on 
track.
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How do I use ICAN Neuro Tools?

Your ICAN Neuro System app allows you to have 
access to your Neuro Tools anytime and 
anywhere you need them from your smart phone, 
tablet, or laptop. You can search for Neuro Tools 
by identifying a specific challenge you’re facing or 
the solution you wish to create. 

Types of Neuro Tools

The Daytime Affirmation Tools may be used any time to help feed your mind positive ideas and messages 
that expand your core beliefs. They’re perfect to listen to while you are exercising, driving, cooking, or 
running errands. Let these messages fill your conscious and subconscious mind, uplifting your thoughts, 
shifting your energy, and changing your thought and behavior patterns so it’s easier to take the necessary 
business action to hit even your biggest goals.

The Nighttime Affirmations are coupled with alpha wave music and relaxation suggestions designed 
to slow down your brain wave frequency, release stress, and open your subconscious mind to more 
empowering core beliefs that support you in achieving your goals and living your dreams. Simply turn on the 
recording of your choice and relax. Allow yourself to drift off, let go of your conscious thoughts and allow 
the messages to become your own. It is perfectly fine to fall asleep while listening. Your subconscious mind 
never sleeps, so you are always absorbing these powerful, positive messages designed to shift your mindset, 
actions, and results—even while you sleep.

The Choice Point or Pivot Neuro Tools help you SHIFT in the moment out of fear, doubt and insecurities 
into powerful positive momentum-building action. 

Awareness Neuro Tools create awarness in each moment of what has triggered your NOW experience. 
Use a Pattern Interrupt Neuro Tool when you find yourself caught up in negative thoughts, memories, and 
patterns that trigger fear.

Creation Tools like Vision Boards and Anchor Links that link past success to a future goal (“This is just like 
that”, “If I can do that, I can do this”) help build focus and confidence in your goals.

Mindset Tools teach you to reframe your thoughts and redefine your experience in a way that serves you. 
They can disconnect links by separating the past from your current experience. (That was then - this is NOW). 
Posted affirmations (signs or notes) and auditory affirmations reinforce positive thinking.

Emotion Tools soothe the fear center. Tapping and “YES” signs and finger rolls reinforce a vision or 
experience. Action Tools help you to move into action NOW. 
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Leave It! Sign

icaninstitute.com   © 2020 Deb Erickson and ICAN Institute, Inc.
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Stop Sign

YES

Y� Sign

icaninstitute.com   © 2020 Deb Erickson and ICAN Institute, Inc.The STOP sign is a 
Pattern Interrupt tool.

Use this tool when you fi nd 
yourself caught up in past 
negative memories and 

patterns that trigger your 
fear center.

The LEAVE IT sign is a 
Pivot tool.

Use this tool when you are 
ready to shift your focus 

from a negative pattern to a 
postitive anchor.

The YES sign is an 
Anchor tool.

Use this tool when you 
want to reinforce a vision or 

experience.

Tool Stacking: Use Pattern Interrupt, Pivot, and Anchoring tools together

#1: Pattern Interrupt

• Stop Sign
• Bubble Popping
• Line in the Sand
• Cord Cutting
• Rocking Crying Baby
• Power Breathing
• Hot Coals
• Bless & Release
• Child in the Front Seat

#2: Pivot

• Leave It
• Reframe
• Power of 3 – Breathing
• Mindfulness Bell
• Deb in my Head

#3: Anchor

• Yes
• Finger Roll - Yes
• Set the Tone
• Energy Affi rmation
• Nighttime Affi rmation
• Choice Point – Shift in the

Now
• Binaural
• Be Here Now

ICAN Neuro Tool Practice
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Reprogramming Process

1. Know Exactly What You Want

• (clear picture/what it looks and feels like)

2. Know Exactly Why You Want It

• (deep/core emotional need it fills)

3. Create Reprogramming Portfolio

• All reprogramming tools MUST stimulate an emotional response

• Visual tools (vision boards, posted affirmations, pictures, and mini-movies)

• Auditory tools (affirmation tools, power-up or calming music)

• Physical tools (touchstones, anchors, or physical movement)

• Imagination tools (visualizations, mini-movies, and meditations)

• Memory tools (anchors, this is like that, and power memories)

4. Activate/Create/Destroy Neuro-links

• Neurons that fire together, wire together

• Find negative triggers, memories, or interpretations and DESTROY the link

• That was then—This is now

• Find a positive trigger, memory, or strong imagination and create a NEW link

(borrow powerful moments from someone else)

• This __________ is just like that __________

5. Bombard the Conscious and Subconscious Reprogramming Portfolio

• Repetition—Repetition—Repetition (while in alpha-or receptive state)

• Create routines for your day

• 3 minutes, 3 times a day
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TAPPING POINTS
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© 2013 Deb Erickson and the ICAN Institute Inc. All rights reserved.

Under Arm

Sore Spot

Collarbone Chin

Under Nose

Top of Head

Karate Chop

(4 inches)

Under Eye

Side of Eye

Eyebrow

TAPPING POINTS
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Breathe, Focus, Flow
Creating Unshakable Confidence

Lesson 5: Success = Right Place, Right Time, Right ActionSuccess = Right Place, Right Time, Right ActionLesson 5:
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ICAN Neuro Tools are sensory-rich brain retraining techniques 
designed to silence fear, erase doubt, and elevate your self-confi dence 
in-the-moment, over time, or whenever mindset blocks occur. By 
interrupting negative mental and emotional patterns and anchoring in 
positive habits, these powerful tools make it easy to get unstuck, take 
income-producing action, and create success with less effort and more 
fl ow.  

LEARN IT  Neuro Training

On-Demand Business Mindset Classes help you create an awareness of your blocks and perceived limitations 
and show you how these limiters are affecting your current results. You will uncover the mindset blocks responsible for 
the “stuckness” or slow growth you are experiencing in any area of your business and master the strategies needed 
to crush your goals. 

Business Mindset Classes

• ICAN Build
• ICAN Start
• ICAN Sell & Recruit
• ICAN Overcome
• ICAN Market Online
• ICAN Money Mindset

DO IT  ICAN Neuro Tools

THE BUSINESS MINDSET TRAINING SYSTEM
FOR DIRECT SALES PROFESSIONALS

A neuroscience-based business mindset training platform designed exclusively for 
Network Marketing and Direct Sales professionals.  The system includes on-demand 
classes, proven “in-the-moment” neuro tools, and weekly support to help you and your 
team move past mental limiters, get unstuck, and transform your business results with more 
ease than you thought possible. 

Unlimited Access to the ICAN Neuro System is available exclusively in Gold 
and above ICAN Memberships. Visit icaninstitute.com/membership to learn more.

Now available through the ICAN Neuro System App!

THE ICAN NEURO SYSTEM
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Breathe, Focus, FlowCreating Unshakable Confidence

Lesson 5: Success = Right Place, Right Time, Right ActionSuccess = Right Place, Right Time, Right ActionLesson 5:
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THE ICAN NEURO SYSTEM

LIVE IT  Support Sessions

Support Sessions: Live, ongoing mentorship combined with a powerful online community provide support 
and accountability throughout your journey. Every session offers you the opportunity to recharge, refocus, ask 
questions, get feedback, make adjustments, and ensure you stay on track to achieving your biggest selling, 
sponsoring, and rank advancing goals.  All live sessions are available via replay within 24 hours.

• Private Facebook Group
• Monday Mindset Sessions
• Platinum Sessions
• ICAN for Kids program
• Success Center for Platinum Teams
• Top 10 Training for Platinum Teams

Types of ICAN Neuro Tools

1. Shift in the Now
Support for your conscious mind to create a new choice and habit
• Pattern Interrupt – hard stop of self-doubts, fears, and insecurities
• Pivot – choice point moment
• Anchor – create a power link, positive trigger, new power memory

2. Reprogram your Auto-Pilot
Support for your subconscious mind
• Repetition over time – reprogram core beliefs, patterns, mental chatter
• Shift feelings – move to the positive side of the emotional scale
• See and feel it as done – expands set-point

ICAN MEMBERSHIPS

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS MASTERCLASSES

ICAN RANK ADVANCE PLUS
ICAN COACH

TM

Unlimited access to the ICAN Neuro System is available 
inside Gold & above ICAN Memberships.
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